Patai

Learn the name of a
NZ plant or animal in
another language
Gift something from
nature

✔ Can YOU complete these

30 nature-based challenges in 2018?
Step out the length of a
blue whale
Make a sun catcher

Discover a new bug

Walk or ride 30km

Photograph three
types of fungi

Make a fact-file about
your favourite native
animal or plant

Explore a park
you’ve never been
to before

Photo: Noam,
Jemima & Lila
(Flickr CC)

Jump in a puddle

Be a Youth Reporter
(kcc.org.nz/kcc-reporters)

Make up a challenge
for yourself

Up-cycle something
Lean against
the wind

Be a dragon on a cold
day (see your breath)

Plant something
Philippe Put (Flickr CC)

Design an
outdoor den/fort

Look for shapes
in the clouds
Photo: Lotzman
Katzman
(Flickr CC)

Photo: Karen Rowe
(Flickr CC)

Build a Leaf Litter
Biodome
Pick up 30 pieces
of rubbish

Go stargazing
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Collect a rainbow
of natural things

Spend 30 hours in
nature
Catch a falling leaf
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Adopt a tree in your
community. Spend time
getting to know it
Do some fundraising
for nature
Make a maze using sticks

We would love to know about the challenges you’re doing, so make sure to
flick us some photos via our website (kcc.org.nz/kcc-reporters). We’ll be
giving away lots of spot prizes!

WILDThings

Help a forgotten place
be remembered
Find out what pests or
predators are causing the
most trouble round your
place

Photo: sophietweedle
(NatureWatchNZ)

When you have completed all 30 challenges, you’ll be able to go
into the main prize draw too – you might even win our Grand Prize!
For more info on this, go to kcc.org.nz/competitions.

Make a meme
about whitebait
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